Harry Blazer – Message for Large Supermarket Chain
1) The most important commodity you sell is Trust. As your customer, I need to trust that you will:
a.

Not waste my time and money

b.

Not damage my health

c.

Anticipate my needs

d.

Do as you promise.

As your vendor, I need to trust that you will:
a. Not waste my time and money
b. Be fair
c. Partner
d. Honor your agreements
2) Threats:
a. Major competitive threat: anyone who can do “1” better than you can
b. Major existential threat: how not to become irrelevant
3) Primary differentiation occurs in these domains:
a. Fresh.
b. Experience.
c. Private / Controlled Brands
d. Price
e. Location
f. Data
4) Major trends:
a. The unconventional is becoming conventional
b. As always, the Primacy of Value (the nexus of quality, price, experience)
c. Disintermediation i.e. getting rid of supply chain layers (the major trend in retailing since the

50’s that continues in force today)
d. A genuine culture of integrity, honesty, transparency, authenticity as a foundation for

trustworthiness – not as a gimmick
5) It has been said that a retailer’s primary strategic advantage is its location and its customer

data. In a world where Amazon as “The Everything Store” can deliver within an hour to a day
(depending where you are) and has better data about your customer than you have, what’s the plan?
6) For me, what is emerging as perhaps the key strategic factor, is supply. It is also the most overlooked

factor. The supermarket industry has taken for granted that it will always be able to find what its
customers need and want to buy, whenever it needs to – at a price it can make profit reselling. This
assumption is no longer valid. Increasingly, your ability to have what you want when your customers
want it will depend on the quality of your strategic partnerships with growers and producers. This will
require a new level of investment of time and money and of commitment to developing the in-house
competencies, culture and ethic to support and nurture those relationships.
7) There is a lot of noise around the use of the word Fresh. You need to have an understanding,

intentionality, capability and ethic underpinning your commitment to being Best@Fresh, which is genuine,
consistent and unassailable. The associated promises and claims you make about that commitment must
be unambiguous, authentic, expressed with clarity and delivered with integrity. Fresh is not a slogan – it is
a way of life. You need a culture and the competency, organizational structure and infrastructure that
can support Fresh.
8) Providing Everyday Best Value in Fresh, where value is the nexus of price, quality and experience, is

a key differentiator. Supply of goods of sufficient quality and quantity to satisfy your customers will be
one of the major ongoing strategic challenges. You need a supply chain and culture that can support
one of the major trends in retailing – Go Local. By the way, that supply chain and culture to Go Local
effectively, is also a prerequisite for being Best @ Fresh.

